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We distribute the best

fashion

design

tech

giftware

brands
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Tonki Kids
Tonki kids is a magical world designed 

for mini-dreamers.
Unique games made of cardboard to get 

children used to using it and loving it f rom 
an early age. Fun is recyclable, eco-friendly, 

light, economical and super fun!

Tonki Kids
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Pinball
Ask your parents how long they spent 
in f ront of a pinball machine. Now tell 
them that you found one completely 
made of cardboard. Launch the 
challenge between new and old 
generation.

For children 
who build 
the world. 

Tonki Kids

Alphabet
Can you write your name? A game to 
learn the alphabet while having fun and 
to stimulate the imagination. 
You will be top of the class !!

Catapult
Have fun centering the slices of cheese 
with the colored balls! 3 baskets in the 
shape of cheese and 4 in the shape of 
a mouse. A whole family challenge for 
young and old!
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Popme

Popme
We are POPme, the POP movement that 

has united hearts around the world under 
a single brand. 

Safety, style and personality 
in fantasy format.
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Colorful masks for children and adult
Express your personality every day with 
colored masks. Black slims down, yellow 
cheers up, pink ... on Wednesdays!

Fabric band-aid
Didn’t you see that edge? Luckily it is 
impossible to go unnoticed with POPme 
band aids. A special breathable perfect 
for young and old. Fashion guaranteed.

Reading glasses and Sunglasses
Join the POP revolution with the most 
colorful glasses ever! Different shades 
and different shapes, one purpose only: 
f rame your eyes with style.

don’t 
worry, be 
POPme!

Popme
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Candyshock

Candyshock
Blank walls are like a canvas waiting to 
be decorated: with Candy Shock lights

you can make the most out of your 
empty wall space. Make your favorite
neon centerpiece or create beautiful 
compositions with paintings, photos 

and objects to make your room
unique, bright and colorful!
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Small
Don’t stop surprising yourself with the 
little things. These small signs are the 
detail that changes the perspective.

Medium
80 cm of pure LED light that transform 
the personality of any room. Are you 
ready to look at your spaces with new 
eyes?

Large
Big signs for big occasions. London or 
New York City, what lights up your day 
today?

positive vibes 

Candyshock
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Mojipower

Mojipower
Why buy common hi-tech items, such as power 

banks, USB flash drives or portable speakers, 
when you can choose them with 

a fun and original design? 
Accessories with advanced technology, 

declined in the most diverse, funny 
and colorful shapes and inspired 

by the current trends and also 
y the great classics.
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Power banks
2600mAh and 4500mAh power banks 
compatible with all rechargeable 
devices.

Hand sanitizer bottles
Your favorite sanitizer, always at hand, 
in a convenient  30ml reusable bottle.

AirPods Cases
These cases deliver the best protection 
against dust, scratches and shock. 

always
connected
to the 
world 

Mojipower
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Qushini

Qushini
Pastel colors and simple lines 

characterize these cute functional 
and stylish accessories by Qushini. 

Small soft touch Bluetooth speakers 
with a clear and powerful sound, 

fun power banks with delicate lines, 
hand warming batteries, cool fans 

and many other objects 
with an irresistible design.
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Aroma diffuser
Pour water and add some drops of your 
favorite essence: you’re ready to 
customize any room. A small aroma 
diffuser, a great space revolution.

Table lamp
Adjust the temperature and light 
intensity to suit your needs and take 
them with you to an aperitif by the pool: 
they are splash-proof!

Makeup mirror
The smart touch to your beauty routine! 
Find the right light every time with the 
customizable intensity adjustment.

life made
simply
beautiful 

Qushini
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Anna Paghera
The simple and coherent charm of an eco-green-chic vision 

and an olfactory vocabulary formed in a great inspirational school: Nature.
An experience that translates into collections of exclusive perfumes, 

born f rom recipes and timeless magic, in a mix of irony and harmony.

Anna Paghera
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an eco-green-
chic vision
Green fragrances
Anna Paghera was born into a family green f ingered by def inition. Five generations devoted to nature, a surname which, in the ancient local language means f ir wood. 
A heritage of green genes and an innate vocation for beauty, harmony and architectural rigour, form the roots and habitat of a style that mixes nature 
and aesthetic sensitivity, modernity and classicism.

An eco-green-chic vision applied to different yet complementary f ields: Green design – Interior design – Fragrances collections.

Anna Paghera
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Follow us!

Contacts

info@L10brand.com
+39 030 2620355

https://www.instagram.com/l10brand/
https://www.facebook.com/L10Brand

